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Abstract—In software development, the model-driven engineering (MDE) paradigm envisions a process starting from high-level system models and through several well-defined abstraction and refinement steps automatically derive source code, documentation or configuration artifacts. In MDE the concepts of view-models are widely used to provide specific focus for the designers by abstracting away unnecessary details of the underlying system model to highlight relevant domain specific information (e.g., reliability model, networking architecture, etc.). However, maintaining these abstract views upon changes in the system model is cumbersome, especially in order to avoid the recalculation of the complete view and provide instantaneous view-model updates.

In this paper, I propose an approach to incrementally synchronize abstract view-models defined by declarative model queries. These view-models are automatically populated with derived objects in accordance with the lifecycle of regular model elements. The approach is evaluated on an ongoing avionics research project built on top of the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF).
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I. INTRODUCTION

Modeling is considered as one of the most elementary discipline in engineering. Its purpose is to overcome complexity, increase understandability or ease design. In software development, the model-driven engineering paradigm follows this concept by envisioning a process starting from high-level system models and through several well-defined abstraction and refinement steps automatically derive source code, documentation or configuration artifacts.

In Model-driven Engineering (MDE), the concept of view-models (e.g., reliability model, hardware architecture etc.) automatically derived from detailed system models to highlight relevant, domain specific information is a widely used and accepted approach (model abstraction). Synchronization and maintenance between these system (source) models and their different view-models are usually done by batch transformations. Unfortunately, as these transformations lack of incremental execution whenever a change happens in the corresponding system model the view-models have to be cleared and then all the transformations have to be executed to rebuild them.

In this paper, I propose an approach that can incrementally synchronize abstract view-models defined by a set of queries. These view-models consist of derived objects automatically materialized from the source model tightly following its lifecycle, resulting in full featured (view-)models.

An initial prototype framework is built upon the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [12] considered as the de facto industry standard for modeling, and EMF-InQuery [11], an incremental graph pattern matching framework with declarative pattern definition capabilities. Finally, the approach is evaluated on an ongoing avionics research project.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II provides a motivating example captured from avionics domain. Section III gives an overview of the approach where the main challenges are also mentioned. Section IV describes the methodology to define view-models with model queries. The concrete working mechanism is presented in Section V while in Section VI, related works are assessed. Finally, Section VII concludes this paper.

II. A MOTIVATING SCENARIO: MODEL-ABSTRACTION IN AN AVIONICS SYSTEM

The motivating example of this paper is extracted from an industrial avionics research project where the main purpose was to define a complex, semi-automated development chain to allocate software functions onto different hardware architectures. The tool takes Matlab Simulink (SIM) block diagram models as input, and it automatically abstracts them into a functional architecture model (FAM), which later serves as an input for the allocation step. The example is simplified by considering only subsystems collected into functions and complex block-port-signal interconnections into information links.

A sample Simulink model depicted in Figure 1., consists of five blocks, out of which Navigation, Engine Management System (EMS) and Flight Management System (FMS) represent functions (blue rectangles tagged with “func”) while sub51 and sub52 represent blocks which are irrelevant for allocation (green rectangles without a “func” tag). The abstracted FAM model contains only equivalents of the three function blocks and it also abstracts from complex block-port-signal interconnections, representing them as (logical) links between functions where the provider function sends data to the consumer.
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uses source model, target metamodel and derivation rules defined by model queries (item, edge, attribute) as input whereas the output is a target model that realizes the target metamodel with the previously defined properties.

Referring to the motivating example, Simulink model is interpreted as source model, FAM metamodel represents the target metamodel, while the concrete FAM model will be the target model (derivation rules are explained in Section IV).

An initial prototype implementation is built upon the EMF-IncQuery and its Viewers [10] technology. EMF-IncQuery is an incremental model query framework that allows to define queries via its pattern language and incrementally get notifications when a new match appears for a match or an old disappears. The Viewers technology provides an API to display query results for example in a tree-view or a graphical Zest view. It works with a similar terminology as we need such as item or edge. With some modification, I also extended this layer to be able to use the “attribute” expression. Theoretically, the prototype is a Viewers contribution.

During the implementation, I faced with the following challenges: How to define derivation rules and view-models by derivation rules? Derivation rules, in this solution, can be given by model queries where a match can be interpreted as a precondition for a rule and the execution is defined as additional information to the specified pattern. How to trace the created elements during the synchronization? An important task is to get the ability to trace all view-model elements from the source objects. It allows the approach to notify only the necessary part of the view-models about a change from the source model. How to execute these derivation rules? At the same time, when certain modifications appear during modification of the source model, the approach has to solve the conflicts between the rules and in all cases, the output has to be deterministic.

IV. DEFINITION OF VIEWMODELS

View models are defined by using a fully declarative, rule-based formalism. Preconditions of rules are defined by model queries (building on the language of the EMF-IncQuery framework [11]), which identify parts of interest in the source model. Derivation rules then use the result set of a query to define elements of the view model. Informally, when a new match appears in the result set of a query then the corresponding derivation rule is fired to create elements of the target view model. When an existing match disappears in the result set of a query, the inverse of the rule is fired to delete the corresponding view model elements.

The capabilities of the EMF-IncQuery language is demonstrated in Listing 1. using a few simple patterns. Pattern
function enumerates all SubSystems that are tagged as “func”. The trace pattern lists all possible pairs of elements that are connected via a trace model element. Note that the types of the parameters are undefined which enables to use the same pattern for arbitrary model elements connected by the traceability metamodel. The functionId pattern pairs the name of the source Block and the corresponding function - for this reason, it reuses the previously defined patterns using the find keyword. Pattern inPortToInPort finds all import pairs connected to each other. The connectedBlocks lists the block pairs linked through several imports. Finally, pattern link select block pairs that have to be linked in the FAM model.

```java
pattern trace(src, trg) {
  Trace.sources(trace, src);
  Trace.target(trace, trg);
}
@Item(eClass = "function")
pattern function(subsys : SubSystem) {
  SubSystem.tag(subsys, "func");
}
@Attribute(source = func, target = id, eAttribute = "id")
pattern functionId(func : Function, id : EString) {
  find functionSubsystem(subsys);
  Block.name(subsys, id);
  find trace(subsys, func);
}
pattern inPortToInPortConn(src : InPort, trg : InPort) {
  Port.portBlock.outputs.signals(to(src, trg));
}
pattern connectedBlocks(prop : Block, cons : Block) {
  Block.outputs.signals(to(prop, consumerInPort));
  Block.inputs(cons, consumerInPort);
}
@Edge(source = prop, target = cons, eReference = "consumers")
pattern link(prop : Function, cons : Function) {
  find functionSubSystem(p);
  find connectedBlocks(p, c);
  find functionSubSystem(c);
  find trace(p, provider);
  find trace(c, consumer);
}
```

Listing 1. Model queries and derivation rules

The patterns from Listing 1. have derivation annotations defined that are to be read as follows. The derivation rule of function prescribes the derivation of a view object of type Function in the FAM together with a traceability link. The functionId sets the id attribute of the created object to the name of the corresponding Simulink block (passed by the pattern parameter identifier). Finally, the edge annotation of link pattern connects two function elements in the view-model. Applying these rules on the SIM model of Figure 1., we obtain all the Function nodes of the FAM model and the appropriate consumers references between them. (Because of the EMF-specific EOpposite reference, the providers reference is also set automatically.)

V. POPULATE VIEWMODELS WITH DERIVED OBJECTS

The key to update any target model synchronously is incremental query evaluation, where query result changes caused by model manipulation are also provided without complete reevaluation. We use the EMF-IncQuery framework [1] that supports incremental query evaluation over EMF instance models by constructing a Rete rule network [9] that processes change notifications sent by the EMF notification API. It caches the current query results and propagates changes of them to the Viewers layer of the framework.

Even though the construction and storage of Rete-network imposes a slight performance overhead on model manipulation, and a memory cost proportional to the cache size (approx. the size of match sets), EMF-IncQuery can evaluate very complex queries over large instance models very efficiently.

The framework also provides an interface to notify any observer object when a new match appears or an old one disappears. With this functionality, our query-based approach has the ability to react on these events by firing all the required derivation rules.

In this approach, the previously mentioned derivation rules are interpreted as follows when they are fired if a new match of the annotated patterns is appeared or disappeared:

a) @Item:
- **Appeared:** an EObject is created with the specified type defined in the annotation and Trace object is also appeared where its target is the new object and its sources are the parameters of the match.
- **Disappeared:** when a match disappears that previously defined an object in the view-model, it is possible to find the target object through the traceability model and delete it from the view-model.

b) @Edge:
- **Appeared:** the annotation defines which parameters of the match act as source and target objects. In this case, the framework decides whether the multiplicity of reference is many or single and according to this, adds or sets the target of the reference.
- **Disappeared:** after a match disappears, the framework decides again whether the multiplicity of the reference is many or single and according to this, removes the target to
from the reference or sets its value to the default (which usually means the "null" value).

c) @Attribute:

Appeared: the annotation defines which parameters of the match act as target object and value. In this case, the framework tries to convert the value to the corresponding type and then it sets to the specified attribute.

Disappeared: after a match disappears, the framework sets the value of the specified attribute to the default one.

Because the edge and attribute typed derivation rules refer to derived objects in view-models, the item typed derivation rules are fired at the highest priority. If two or more typed or edge/attribute typed derivation rule can be fired, arbitrary order can be defined. This means that two derivation rules that can fired at the same time are never in conflict.

In our running example, the view-model is built up in the following sequence (depicted in Figure 4.): (1) a new match appears for the function pattern. (2) A new Trace object is created in traceability model and (3) a new Function element is added to view-model. When the necessary functions exist in the view-model (4) new matches appear for the functionId pattern and (5) the corresponding id values of the specified functions are set according to the matches.

![Figure 4. Internal traceability and working mechanism](image)

VI. RELATED WORK

Defining view-models and synchronizing them with the sources is a common problem in MDE. Using derived classes and model queries captured in OCL was first proposed in [2] but without support for incremental view calculation. This solution can be further developed using recent results in incremental support of OCL topic as in [3,4].

View maintenance by incremental and live QVT transformations is used in [5] to define views from runtime models. The proposed algorithm operates in two phase, starting in check-only mode before an enforcement run, but its scalability is demonstrated only on models up to 1000 elements.

VirtualEMF [6] allows the composition of multiple EMF models into a virtual model based on a composition metamodel, and provides both a model virtualization API and a linking API to manage these models. The approach is also able to add virtual links based on composition rules. In [7] an ATL-based method is presented while in [8] correspondences between models are handled by matching rules defined in ECL, where the guards use queries similarly to our approach, although incremental derivation is not discussed.

I believed that this contribution is unique in incremental synchronization of view-models that can be used to create automatic abstraction from detailed models.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In the paper, an approach is presented for deriving and incrementally synchronizing non persistent view model. To achieve this functionality with the help of the EMF-IncQuery team, I extended the framework to (i) support derivation rule definitions by annotations, (ii) provide an implicit traceability between the source and view model elements and (iii) manage derivation rule execution based on the changes of their match set (disappear, appear).

A main direction for future work, I am planning to support (i) the chaining of view-models along derivation rules and (ii) improve the semantics of derivation rules to define more complex queries. Finally, to provide a deeper evaluation of the scalability of the approach as currently it was only tested on models with no more than 1000 elements.
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